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Designing safe, code compliant buildings requires architects and designers to show  
compliance with, among other things, building code fire safety requirements. 

Occasionally, architects have difficulties 

locating suitable fire-resistant rated assem-

blies and other fire protection products 

that meet both the design specifica-

tions and applicable code requirements. 

Fortunately, UL’s wide range of certifica-

tions and expertise in fire related code 

requirements often provide solutions to 

these design problems.

As part of our public safety mission, UL has 

recently implemented an Architect Support 

chat line to provide timely responses to 

questions about UL fire related certifica-

tions. According to Al Ramirez, Codes and 

Advisory Services Regional Manager, “We 

are pleased to offer real time chat capabili-

ties for architects because we understand 

their need to quickly find relevant UL solu-

tions for their projects, without the delays 

associated with email inquiries or voice 

mail exchanges.”

An Innovative Way to Connect with UL Fire Experts:  
Architect Support Chat
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New Science Initiatives  
for the New Year

UL Product Spec™ is a Web 

based, smart phone and pad 

friendly tool for designers and 

code authorities that allows 

you to search for UL certi-

fications using customized 

searches based on:

• Section numbers in 32 of the 

most commonly used North 

American model codes 

• Product names and  

traditional UL product  

category codes

• Construction parameters 

and ratings of fire- 

resistance rated assemblies, 

systems and designs 

• CSI’s MasterFormat section 

numbers as a basis for  

the search. 

Book mark it today at  

ul.com/productspec

ProduCtSPEC

UL-ese
definitions 
of terms 
frequently 
used at uL

The online tools we developed this past year, including Architect Support 

chat, Product Spec™ and Code Link, show our commitment for helping 

code authorities and designers to achieve safe and sustainable, code 

compliant solutions. In addition to these innovations UL has a New 

Science philosophy, which recognizes that progress is an unstoppable, 

transformative force, where new technologies, product advances and 

globalization are arriving one on top of another at a dizzying pace. 

Innovation makes us more efficient, more productive and more connected. 

Our New Science initiative currently focuses on five themes to reduce 

risks, namely fire safety, sustainable energy, workplace health and safety, 

indoor air quality, and transaction security. If you drill down further in the 

fire safety theme, you will see it addresses fire behavior, firefighter tactics, 

computational modeling, and electrical fires. These areas should resonate 

with many of you who are involved in the regulatory community. 

I am proud to work for an organization with this kind of vision and focus, 

and think you might be interested in looking at UL New Science more 

closely. Find out more at newscience.ul.com.

As the late Steve Jobs noted, “Innovation distinguishes between a leader 

and a follower.” It’s nice to be associated with a leader. Best wishes for a 

safe and prosperous New Year. 

Managing Editor’s Column / by Howard Hopper

http://www.ul.com/productspec
http://newscience.ul.com
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Model mechanical codes require materials within plenums to be 
noncombustible, or listed and labeled as having a flame spread 
index of not more than 25 and a smoke-developed index of  
not more than 50 when tested in accordance with UL 723  
or ASTM E84. These are equivalent test standards for surface  
burning characteristics of building materials. 

By John Taecker / Senior Regulatory Engineer

Plastic Pipes Installed in Plenums
New UL 2846 standard evaluates fire performance

continued on page 7

Materials such as pipe insulation and 

coverings, duct coverings, insulation, vapor 

retarder facings and adhesives, which have 

been Classified by UL for these characteris-

tics, are marked with the specific indices, or 

are marked “FHC 25/50”.

The apparatus specified in UL 723 for testing 

surface burning characteristics (flame 

spread and smoke developed) is the Steiner 

Tunnel. The Steiner Tunnel was developed 

by UL engineer Al Steiner to establish a 

method to compare the surface burning 

characteristics of different materials.  

UL 723 utilizes relatively large test samples 

measuring a nominal 2-ft wide by 24-ft 

long. As a consequence, there are challenges 

in adapting this test method to assess the 

fire performance of cylindrical objects, such 

as wire and cable, fire sprinkler pipe and 

pneumatic tubing or small discrete objects, 

such as fluorescent ballasts, speakers and 

wire positioning devices. 

After extensive research and comparative 

testing with real scale room scenarios, a 

family of standards was developed many 

years ago to address unique products not 

specifically covered in UL 723. These stan-

dards are NFPA 262, Test Method For Fire 

and Smoke Characteristics of Electrical and 

Optical-Fiber Cables Used in Air-Handling 

Spaces (previously UL 910); UL 1887, Fire 

Test of Plastic Sprinkler 

Pipe for Visible Flame and 

Smoke Characteristics; UL 

1820, Fire Test of Pneumatic 

Tubing for Flame and Smoke 

Characteristics; and UL 2043, 

Fire Test for Heat and Visible 

Smoke Release for Discrete 

Products and Their Accessories 

Installed in Air-Handling Spaces.

For NFPA 262, UL 1887 and  

UL 1820, the samples are tested 

using the same basic Steiner Tunnel 

apparatus, but the sample mounting 

within a tray and test criteria differ 

from that required under UL 723. Materials 

tested to these standards are required to 

exhibit a maximum peak optical density  

of 0.5, a maximum average optical density 

of 0.15, and a maximum flame spread dis-

tance of 5 feet.

The test equipment for UL 2043 consists of 

a product calorimeter used to develop data 

with respect to the rate of heat release and 

the rate of smoke release. Products tested 

in accordance with UL 2043 are required to 

exhibit maximum normalized peak optical 

density of 0.5 or less, an average normalized 

optical density of 0.15 or less, and a peak 

heat release rate of 100 kW or less.
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Can I add protective plates to the face of a UL labeled swinging fire door  
after it is installed on the jobsite? 

The purpose of protective plates is to 

provide additional protection for the door 

against impact or wear. To best address this 

question let’s start by looking at require-

ments in NFPA 80, the Standard for Fire 

Doors and Other Opening Protectives. 

For job site installations, Sections 4.1.3.2 and 

6.4.5 of NFPA 80 permit the application of 

protection plates. These plates are typically 

metal or plastic. They can be attached using 

adhesives or can be mechanically fastened 

with nails or screws. 

If these plates are located within the lowest 

16 inches of the door they are not required 

to be listed. The addition of protective 

plates above the 16 inch mark would require 

that the plates be listed (i.e. UL Classified) 

in order to be attached to the door. UL 

Classified protective plates can be found in 

the Online Certifications Directory (ul.com/

database) under the Miscellaneous Fire Door 

Accessories (GVUX) and the Positive Pressure 

Tested Miscellaneous Fire Door Accessories 

(GVUY) product categories. Each manufac-

turer’s certification will indicate the specific 

type of door the plate is intended for use on 

and other limitations of use that should be 

considered during installation. Protective 

plates should be installed in accordance 

with the manufacturer’s installation instruc-

tion to ensure that the fire rating of the door 

is not adversely affected by the installation.

For additional information on protective 

plates for fire doors please contact  

Jon Roberts in Oklahoma City, Okla.,  

at Jonathan.Roberts@ul.com, or at 

+1.405.760.6724.

The NFPA 101 Life Safety Code, Section 7.9.3.1.2, allows periodic testing of emergency 
lighting equipment to be performed with self-testing/self-diagnostic battery-operated 
emergency lighting units that comply with specific criteria. Does UL have any equipment 
that is certified (Listed) for use in these applications? 

Yes, UL currently has several manufacturers 

with certifications of self-testing/self-

diagnostic emergency lighting units. These 

are listed under the Emergency Lighting 

and Power Equipment (FTBR) product 

category. An easy way to locate these 

certifications is by using the UL Code Link 

Web tool at ul.com/codelink, selecting the 

2012 NFPA 101 Life Safety Code, search 

by Section 7.9.3.1.2, and View UL Certified 

Products. You will get a large number of 

manufacturers, so select “Refine your 

Search” using keyword “Self-diagnostic.” This 

will show the manufacturers of these listed 

products. View individual manufacturer’s 

certifications for model numbers of the self-

testing/self-diagnostic units. 

For additional information on emergency 

lighting and power equipment please 

contact Mike Shulman in San Jose, 

Calif., at Michael.Shulman@ul.com or 

+1.408.754.6703.

ANSwErS from thE ExPErtS

Submit your code questions to Howard Hopper at howard.d.hopper@ul.com. Please add “Ask the Experts” in the subject line. 

http://www.ul.com/database
http://www.ul.com/database
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISEXT/1FRAME/showpage.html?&name=GVUX.GuideInfo&ccnshorttitle=Miscellaneous+Fire+Door+Accessories&objid=1074295157&cfgid=1073741824&version=versionless&parent_id=1073987577&sequence=1
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISEXT/1FRAME/showpage.html?&name=GVUY.GuideInfo&ccnshorttitle=Miscellaneous+Fire+Door+Accessories&objid=1074295157&cfgid=1073741824&version=versionless&parent_id=1073987577&sequence=1
mailto:Jonathan.Roberts%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20the%20TCA%20newsletter
http://http/database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISEXT/1FRAME/showpage.html?&name=FTBR.GuideInfo&ccnshorttitle=Emergency+Lighting+and+Power+Equipment&objid=1074088690&cfgid=1073741824&version=versionless&parent_id=1073986830&sequence=1
http://www.ul.com/codelink
mailto:Michael.Shulman%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20the%20TCA%20newsletter
mailto:Howard.D.Hopper%40ul.com?subject=A%20question%20for%20Ask%20the%20Experts
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regulatory Services  
welcomes Josh Jacobs

UL is pleased to announce that Josh 
Jacobs has joined the Regulatory Services 
department. In this new position Josh will 
be working primarily in environmental 
and public health areas. 

As he works with the EPH professionals in North America, 

he will continue to interface with the sustainable 

community through his building committee work. 

Prior to his transfer to Regulatory Services, Josh served 

as the Technical Information & Public Affairs Manager 

for UL Environment (ULE). In this role he served on many 

code, rating system, and product level committees, 

including, but not limited to ASHRAE 189.1, the NAHB 

National Green Building Standard and USGBC’s Pilot 

Working Group voting member. He will continue his 

work on these groups. Josh was also on the water/IEQ 

work group that developed the first public draft of the 

International Green Construction Code (IgCC). He is a 

guest lecturer at several universities and has spoken on 

sustainable building practices at many conferences and 

CEU events throughout North America. 

Josh serves as chairman of the US Technical Advisory 

Group for ISO 20400 Sustainable Procurement, chairman 

of the 2015 NAHB Material & IEQ Working Group, and 

vice chair of Green Globes Material Task Group. 

Please feel free to contact Josh in Marietta, Ga.,  

at Josh.Jacobs@ul.com, or at +1.678.559.8848. 

Josh Jacobs

mailto:Josh.Jacobs%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20the%20UL%20TCA%20
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An Architect Support chat button is now 

included on the UL Architectural Services 

home page, located at ul.com/architects. 

This button allows architects and design-

ers to have real time online chats with 

UL subject matter experts (SMEs). This 

chat capability supplements the existing 

Architectural Services email box and toll 

free phone line, and the other information 

provided on the Architectural Services web 

pages on ul.com. 

Some important things to understand about 

the Architect Support chat line:

• UL SMEs staff the chat line Monday 

through Friday, 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM 

Central U.S. Time, except holidays. 

Architect Support Chat (continued from cover)

ArchItect Support
click here to chat

• Chat requests can be submitted by click-

ing on the red “Click here to chat” button. 

• If UL SMEs are not available, the red 

button will indicate that chat is cur-

rently off line. Please try again later if this 

message appears, or submit your inquiry 

via UL Architectural Services email or toll 

free number. 

• Architect Support chat is designed to 

provide quick answers to questions. This 

is usually done by directing architects 

to resources where the answers to their 

questions can be found. Accordingly, 

callers are often referred to UL Product 

Spec (ul.com/productspec), UL Code 

Link (ul.com/codelink), and the Online 

Certifications directory (ul.com/database). 

UL Architect Support chat gets you in 

contact with some of North America’s 

leading experts in fire-resistance and fire 

protection solutions, not sales or telemar-

keting staff. There is no charge for chatting 

with our SMEs to obtain answers to quick, 

straightforward questions. Our chat experi-

ence thus far shows that in most cases some 

simple guidance and advice from our staff 

can resolve concerns raised by our architect 

callers. 

However, if the situation requires a more 

in-depth analysis or research, our callers 

have the option of opening an investiga-

tion to cover the cost of the investigation. 

The modest expenses associated with this 

work often help architects locate a solution 

that more effectively achieves the design 

parameters, while avoiding costly delays in 

the design process.

For more information on Architect 

Support chat, please contact Rich Walke in 

Northbrook, Ill., at Richard.N.Walke@ul.com, 

or at +1.847.664.3084, or better yet, try 

chatting with us today!

 

http://www.ul.com/architects/
http://ul.com/code-authorities/building-code/architectural-services/
http://www.ul.com
http://www.ul.com/architects/
http://www.ul.com/productspec
http://www.ul.com/codelink
http://www.ul.com/database/
mailto:Richard.N.Walke@ul.com
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Plastic Pipes Installed in Plenums (continued from page 3)

testing Plastic Pipe
For several years, plastic pipe has been eval-

uated by different testing laboratories for 

fire and smoke performance in the Steiner 

Tunnel using ASTM E84 and UL 723, but with 

varied mounting and testing criteria. Some 

of these methods have involved water filled 

pipes, pipes up to 6 inches in diameter, or 

single pipes in the tunnel rather than full 

width testing anticipated by ASTM E84 and 

UL 723. These different methods are known 

to yield varying results. 

In testing water-filled pipes, when the flame 

breaches the pipe wall, water could disperse 

throughout the tunnel. The water interferes 

with the test results, which is not within the 

intent of this test method. For pipes that 

are intended to be filled with water, various 

causes could result in them becoming empty 

in the field – thus leading to them becom-

ing subject to fire exposure without water 

in them. Plastic sprinkler pipes tested in 

accordance with UL 1887 are not filled with 

water for the test.

Experience has shown that in most 

instances single or double lengths of pipes 

in sizes greater than 2 or 3 inches will 

significantly increase the volume in the 

Steiner Tunnel apparatus during the test. 

This disrupts the normal air flow through 

the tunnel, which can result in a reduction in 

the 4 ½-ft. flame front and a reduction in the 

normal interior furnace temperature. This 

could have a significant effect on the flame 

spread index and smoke developed index. UL 

believes any reports accompanying such test 

results should clearly state these observa-

tions since these test performance dynamics 

can alter the results. 

To date, testing of single pipes in the tunnel 

rather than full width testing has not been 

clearly defined or permitted within UL723 or 

ASTM E84. 

These issues continue to be heavily debated 

within ASTM committees. In addition, 

testing less than full width conflicts with 

NFPA 90A. It is not known if the results 

from a single pipe length would meet the 

expectations of the other model mechanical 

codes. 

New uL 2846 
Recently, a new standard, UL 2846, Fire Test 

of Plastic Water Distribution Plumbing Pipe 

for Visible Flame and Smoke Characteristics, 

has been developed for determining values 

of flame propagation distance and optical 

smoke density for individual pairs of 

plastic plumbing pipes for distribution of 

potable water that can be installed in ducts, 

plenums and other spaces used for environ-

mental air. The scope of this ANSI standard 

is limited to plumbing pipe for distribution 

of potable water. The method determines 

flame propagation distance and optical 

smoke density for individual pairs of plastic. 

This test method does not cover plastic 

pipes when installed adjacent (side to side) 

in quantities greater than two. 

The pass/fail criteria is a maximum 

peak optical density of 0.5, a maximum 

average optical density of 0.15, and a 

maximum flame spread distance of  

5 ft. This method addresses pipe sizes  

4 inches and less in diameter and uses  

the mounting method within a tray 

similar to UL1887, mounting two pipes 

side-by-side. This test method does not 

cover the construction requirements for 

plastic plumbing pipe for pressure or 

other performance requirements. 

Product Certifications
UL 2846 provides a new basis for cer-

tifying plastic pipe for use in plenums. 

Products evaluated in accordance with 

UL2846 are certified under UL’s new 

product category, “Plumbing Pipe for Water 

Distribution Certified for Flame and Smoke 

Characteristics” (QNIP), which can be viewed 

on UL’s Online Certification Directory  

(ul.com/database). 

For more information on UL 2846 

testing and certification please contact 

Dwayne Sloan in Research Triangle 

Park, NC, at Dwayne.E.Sloan@ul.com or 

+1.919.549.1676, or Randy Laymon in 

Northbrook, Ill., at Randall.K.Laymon@

ul.com or +1.847.664.2687.

http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/LISEXT/1FRAME/showpage.html?name=QNIP.GuideInfo&ccnshorttitle=Plumbing+Pipe+for+Water+Distribution+Certified+for+Flame+and+Smoke+Characteristics&objid=1084187514&cfgid=1073741824&version=versionless&parent_id=1084187513&sequence=1
http://www.ul.com/database
mailto:Dwayne.E.Sloan%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20UL%20TCA
mailto:Randall.K.Laymon%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20UL%20TCA
mailto:Randall.K.Laymon%40ul.com?subject=A%20reply%20from%20UL%20TCA
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Calendar of Events
January 20–22

International Builders Show 

Las Vegas, Nev. 

buildersshow.com

January 29– 31

Calif. Automatic Fire Alarm 
Association Annual Meeting

Palm Springs, Calif.

cafaa.com

february 9– 11

NFPA Training Seminars

New Orleans, La.

nfpa.org

february 24– 26

International Roofing Expo 

New Orleans, La.

theroofingexpo.com

To include your upcoming events, email Howard Hopper at Howard.D.Hopper@ul.com. Please add “TCA Calendar” in the subject line.
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